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Please read before completing the application form as following program guidelines is necessary for approval and reimbursement.
Bathrooms
 
•     Provide “before” photographs for proposed bathroom modifications with the initial application.
 
•     The doorway that allows entry to a washroom must have a clear opening of at least 31" (800 mm) and a corridor width of at least 48" (1220 mm) when turning a 90° corner. If the doorway entrance is 36" (915 mm) clear, then the corridor width may be 36" (920 mm).
 
•     Most bathroom doorways in residential buildings open outwards, as the bathrooms are usually too small to allow the door to open inwards.  
 
•     The toilet seat height should be 17'' ± 1'' (430 mm +  30 mm) from the floor, with a sink top surface height of  30'' ± 2'' (760 mm ±50 mm).   
 
•     The bathroom counter must have a work surface that is not less than 34'' (865 mm) above the floor with a knee space that is:  
                  30'' (760 mm) wide;  
                  27'' (685 mm) high; and,  
                  19'' (485 mm) deep.  
 
•     The bathroom sink is not to include a vanity with doors or shelving but is to be either a pedestal or a wall mounted sink.  The sink may have a countertop but it must be wheelchair accessible underneath the counter top. 
 
Bathroom Shower Stalls  
 
•     The inside measurement of a wheelchair accessible shower stall should not be less than 35'' deep x 60'' wide (900 mm deep x 1500 mm).
 
•     As each shower unit has a different weight bearing capacity on the available models of seats or floor bases or grab bars, the applicant’s weight is to be considered so as to ensure that the shower unit is able to accommodate the weight of the user(s).  
 
•     If the applicant is a wheelchair user, the applicant should have a slip-resistant finish and a bevelled threshold entrance of either a 1/2" (13 mm) or a compression entrance lip not more than 1" or (26 mm) in height to accommodate a wheelchair commode.  
 
•     If the applicant is only using a walker (and does not use a wheelchair on any basis); and/or has progressive MS; progressive MD; and/or progressive COPD; and does not experience difficulty in lifting their legs; the shower entrance lip may be up to a maximum height of 4″ (52 mm).
 
•     The entrance to the shower must have a minimum space of 35'' (900 mm) and be the same width as the shower.  
 
•     Fixtures are permitted to intrude into the space but must not restrict access to the shower stall.
 
•     RAMP does not fund walk-in or stand-up showers.
 
•     Shower curtains, swing away shower rods, glass shower doors, seats, accessories (soap dishes, shelves, soap dispensers), grab bars, and/or hand held shower sprays, may be included as part of the costs of the shower project.
 
Ceiling Track Lifters  
 
•     RAMP will provide funding for the purchase and installation of ceiling track lifters and turntables to eligible applicants. 
 
•     Provide the applicable serial number of the ceiling track (if applicable). 
 
Doors  
 
•     The RAMP program provides funding for standard exterior main-entry doors and interior doors up to a maximum of $2000.00 (up to 36” [914 mm] in width) with a standard opening. The entry may be either right or left hand opening.  
 
•     Garden, patio, french doors, storm doors and sidelights are not funded by RAMP.  
 
Doorways  
 
•     Every doorway along a barrier-free path must have an opening of at least 32'' (800 mm) or of sufficient width to allow the applicant's wheelchair to pass through the opening.  
 
•     Every doorway within a suite of residential occupancy must have at least 32'' (800 mm) in the open position.  
 
•     Every exit door shall have a minimum headroom clearance of 82'' (2100 mm).  
 
•     If a wider door is installed (whether it is an exterior or interior door) either a round knob or a levered handle may be installed.  RAMP does not fund the replacement of doorknobs if the said door is not being replaced with a wider door.  
 
•     A door threshold with a threshold height greater than 0.25'' (6 mm) to a maximum height of 0.50'' (13 mm) higher than the finished floor surface must be bevelled to facilitate wheelchairs users.   
 
Entrances 
 
•     RAMP does not fund the addition of additional entrances for walkouts or basements (includes doors, walkways, supporting walls, retaining walls, pony walls, excavation costs, permits, design and architectural costs).  
  
Exterior Porch Lifts  
 
•     The RAMP program recommends the purchase of new mechanical equipment (e.g., interior and exterior stair lifts; exterior porch lifts).
 
•     Provide the original receipt, installation date, serial number, site preparation costs, and electrical connection costs if the porch lift was purchased prior to RAMP approval.
 
•     Exterior porch lifts are to have an upper deck landing that is level and at least 60'' x 60'' (1500 mm x 1500 mm) with a rail of 36''(920 mm) in height. 
•     All exterior porch lifts are to include a winter package if they are to be installed outside the residence. A winter package is unnecessary if the lift is to be installed inside a garage.
•     If the upper deck has stairs used by foot pedestrians as well as the wheelchair user, a locking gate is necessary to prevent the wheelchair user from accidentally falling off the steps. The deck pad is to be of a permanent material.  
•     Self-installed porch lifts are not funded by RAMP. All platform and porch lifts must be installed by a local vendor and/or representative (so as to have a warranty and a repair source for the porch lift).
Exterior Walkways  
•     Exterior walks for personal residences (e.g. single family, duplexes, and 4-plexes) should not be less than 36″ - 40″ (91 - 101 mm) wide, and form a continuous plane uninterrupted by steps or abrupt changes in level and be part of a wheelchair access system to the residence.
•     An access system is defined as a personal residence with either a flat or flush entrance with the exterior landing and walkway; or a personal residence with an exterior wheelchair ramp; or a personal residence with an exterior porch lift or an exterior stair lift.  If the residence has one of the listed types of entrances and support systems, then RAMP may consider the funding of a wider walkway to accommodate a wheelchair or walker.
Floor Covering  
•     The maximum allowance for floor covering replacement is $60 per square yard or $6.67 per square foot.  RAMP funds the replacement of carpeting on all floor areas (not stairs or closets) with sheet linoleum, sheet vinyl or laminate covering.
•     RAMP does not fund carpet replacement with the following products: bamboo, ceramic laminate, concrete, cork, hardwoods (natural and engineered), vinyl planks, vinyl tile, parquet, rubber, tile (ceramic, glass, granite, marble, porcelain, sandstone, slate, stone, terrazzo, etc.).  If an applicant decides to install floor covering types which RAMP does not fund, the applicant will need to provide two estimates from two separate qualified contractors for the type which RAMP funds and an estimate for the non-funded type and the applicant will either pay the difference or be awarded the maximum which RAMP currently funds (whichever is less).
•     Replacement or repair of linoleum is not funded by the RAMP program.
•     Floor covering replacement is restricted to manual wheelchair and walker users.
•     Provide “before” photographs of the proposed floor covering changes with the initial RAMP application.
Multi-unit Buildings (apartments, condominiums)
•     Exterior walks that form part of a barrier-free path of travel should be not less than 43'' (1100 mm) wide, and form a continuous plane not interrupted by steps or abrupt changes in level. The cross-slope should not be greater than 1:50.  
•     Walkways with a 60'' (1500 mm) width is preferred, to allow wheelchairs to pass one another.  
•     A walkway that has a vertical drop exceeding 3'' (75 mm) shall have a minimum curb height on each side of the walkway of at least 3'' (75 mm).  
•     Pre-cast units (brick pavers, concrete slabs, tiles) are not recommended. However, if they are used, all joints should be as flush as possible and the upper limit of the joints should not exceed 0.25'' (6 mm).  
Ramps    
•     Pressure treated wood is not required for the construction of a landing, rails and/or a ramp if the ramp is being installed in an enclosed building on a cement floor.
•     Exterior ramps and landings may be funded to a maximum of $45 per square foot; ramp railings to a maximum of $24 per lineal foot; and stair railings to a maximum of $20 per riser per side. 
•     Threshold ramps may be required on existing decks if the exterior entrance is not flush with the deck.
•     Latching gates to lift entrances on exterior landings and decks are necessary to prevent falls.  If the stair entrance is adjacent to the exterior lift, a swing gate or an additional gate may be necessary to prevent falls.  The use of chains is not sufficient across the lift or stair entrance is not sufficient.
•     RAMP will not fund yard clean-up in order to install an exterior wheelchair ramp or exterior porch lift or exterior walkway.
The ramp must have a:  
•     Slope of not more than 1:12 (1 inch of height equals 12 inches of length), although a slope of 1:16 to a 1:20 is preferred, complete with handrails;  
•     A latching gate is required for upper landings at the entrance to the porch lift; and a latching gate is required at the step entrance (swing gates are acceptable) to prevent falls. 
•     Handrails must be continuously graspable along the entire length and shall have:
         •    A circular cross-section with an outside diameter of not less than 1.2″ (30 mm) and not more than 1.7″ (43 mm), or,
         •    A non-circular cross-section with a graspable portion that has a perimeter not less than 3.9″ (100 mm) and not more than 4.9″ (125 mm)  and whose largest cross-sectional diameter is not more than 1.8″ (45 mm). 
•     Width of not less than 36'' (914 mm) between the handrails;   
•     The overall ramp length does not include the upper and lower landings.  The overall length refers to the length of the ramp and possible interior rest level (flat) landings (platforms). 
•     Level area not less than 60'' x 60'' (1500 mm x 1500 mm) at the top and bottom of the ramp if the applicant is using a manual wheelchair;
•     For manual wheelchair and walker users, the upper landing or level areas at the exterior door entrance to the home is not to be less than 5′ x 5′ (1500 mm x 1500 mm).  If a lower (at the bottom of the ramp) landing is required, it is to be 5′ x 5′.
•     Resting point at intervals of not more than 348″ or 29′ (8839 mm or 8.8 m). However, if the applicant has weak upper body strength, rest platforms are recommended every 20′ (6,096 mm) and the slope may be required to be increased to 1:16 or 1:20;  
•     Resting point or landing platform with a minimum surface area of 48" (1200 mm) in length and at least the width of the ramp;  
•     Level area of at least 48'' x 48'' (1200 mm x 1200 mm) if the ramp makes a 90° turn;  
•     Level area of at least 60'' x 60'' (1500 mm x 1500 mm) if a ramp makes a 180° turn;  
•     Permanent, firm, and slip-resistant surface; and a,  
•     High (rail) guard set at 33'' (860 mm) ± 2" (60 mm).
•     If the wheelchair is a rear drive powered chair, the level areas at the top and bottom of the ramp may need to be 8' x 8' (2438 mm x 2438 mm); or if the power wheelchair is a centre drive, a 6' x 8' (1.8 m x 2.4 m) upper landing may be required.  
•     Ramps and landings (in rental situations) under the 24″ height may be constructed of pressure treated wood products.  Aluminium or steel as well as the horizontal rails as per the type supplied by local vendors in a metal component package may be used as per RAMP program guidelines. 
•     Edge protection should be incorporated into all ramp designs whose sides are not adjacent to a wall;  
•     The use of non-treated wood products for all exterior modifications is not allowed under the Program guidelines for exterior wheelchair ramps, landings, stairs, porch lift pads, or walkways. All ramps, landings (and rails) exceeding 24″ in height must be constructed of pressure treated wood products (planks recommended over plywood sheets) with vertical picket railings (does not include skirting for decks, landings, or ramps).  Plastic material, post caps with lighting, aluminium or wrought iron rails, on wood ramps and landings, as well as imitation wood products, cable, custom glass, iron, Plexiglas, synthetic coverings, vinyl, stainless steel, tile, etc. will not be funded by RAMP. 
Stair Lifts (Interior and Exterior)
 
•     The RAMP program recommends the purchase of new mechanical equipment (e.g., interior and exterior stair lifts; exterior porch lifts).
 
•     Include the original receipt with the installation date and serial numbers (of the motor and seat) with the RAMP application if purchased prior to RAMP approval for reimbursement. 
 
•     Self-installs are not funded by RAMP. All stair lifts (interior and exterior) must be installed by a local vendor and/or representative (so as to have a warranty and a repair source for the stair lift). 
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RAMP - WITH A REST LANDING
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Imperial Equivalents
29 feet                  =         8839 mm
60 inches         =         1500 mm
48 inches         =         1200 mm
36 inches         =         914 mm
Minimum36" between rails
Ramp Bottom
 
Minimum of 60" lengthand 60" width
Top Landing
 
Minimum of 60" lengthand 60" width
29' maximum length
36" minimum width between rails
*Minimum 60" length and 60" width if intermediate level leading to a door
29' maximum length
29' maximum
length
Ramp Bottom
 
Minimum of 60" lengthand 60" width
Top of Ramp
 
Minimum of 60" lengthand 60" width
RestLanding
 
48" minimumin length*
RAMP - WITH A 1800 TURN
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LANDING - WITH A 900 TURN
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29 feet                  =         8839 mm
60 inches         =         1500 mm
48 inches         =         1200 mm
36 inches         =         914 mm
Imperial Equivalents
29' maximum length
29' maximum ramp length 
to top with a minimum 
1:12 slope
29' maximum length
36" minimum width between rails
36" minimum width
Ramp Bottom
 
Minimum of 60" lengthand 60" width
Landing
 
Minimum of 48" lengthand 48" width
Ramp Bottom
 
Minimum of 60" lengthand 60" width
Landing
 
60"
minimum
length
Top of Ramp
 
Minimum of 60" lengthand 60" width
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